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Abstract 
arge volumes of data does not help the managers in decision-making and decision alone, but can 
also cause confusion managers of organizations. Therefore, managing the internal and external 
raw data and convert the data into information and knowledge using different techniques is very 

important and essential. The famous technique in the field of data mining, which can be done on the 
database and obtain the required knowledge. Explore clusters also one of the important techniques in 
growing fields, is known as data mining exploration that applied various disciplines of engineering and 
science, such as biology, psychology, medicine, marketing, computer and mapping satellite. The 
proposed methods are combination of two methods FCM and FKM. This improved to aid PSO and 
DCT. Studies show that the method presented in the paper is more efficient outcomes in terms of density 
and separation of clusters by minimizing the validity index XB. The PSO method is used in the paper 
for the optimum solutions and continuous and closest adjacent. In addition, the discrete cosine transform 
is used to reduce the dimensions and reduce the problem of search and more efficient for PSO. 
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1. Introduction 

   Data and pattern are the important index in the world of information. Clustering is one of the best 
ways of working with data that have been proposed. Clustering has been one of the most ideal 
mechanisms to work with data world, its ability to enter the space Data and recognize their structure. 
The first idea was presented in the decade 1935, today emerged Improvements and huge mutations 
in clustering applications and various aspects (Shrabyan and Rad, 2013). Clustering is one of learning 
Branches without monitoring and it is an automatic process, during which the samples are divided into 
categories that are members of the same, that these categories are called clusters. Therefore, cluster 
is a collection of objects where objects are similar and also in other clusters are non-similar objects. 
For the Similar Can be considered various criteria. The example can be used to measure distance for 
clustering and objects that are closer together as a cluster, consider that this type of clustering, also 
called distance-based clustering. 
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2. Particle Swarm Optimization 

   Method PSO is a method of general optimization which using those can answer questions that they 
have a point or surface in N dimensional space. In such Space, assumptions discussed and primary 
velocity is assigned to Particles, also Communication channels considered to be between particles. 
After each period particle moving in the space and the results will be based on a calculation. Over time, 
Particles toward the particles that have higher eligibility criteria and located in the same 
communication group, accelerated. 

The main advantage of the method that is Optimization strategies, large numbers of particle swarm, 
that Causing flexible method against the problem locally optimal solution. Each particle has a position 
that determines what is a multi-dimensional coordinates of the particle in the search space. With the 
particle motion during the time changing the position of the particle, xi (t) determines the position of 
the particle I in time T. Also, each particle for movement in space needs to have velocity. VI (t) 
determines the velocity of the particle I in time T. By adding velocity to the position of each particle, 
the particle can be considered a new position. Updated the position of the particle in equation are 
given below. 

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1)                                                                   (1) 

xi(t) ∼ U(xmin, xmax)                                                                                (2) 

Whether position of the particle in the search space suitable position or not?  And can be evaluated by 
a fitness function. Particles have the ability the best position remembers where had been during his 
life. The best individual experience of a particle or the best position visited by the particle called yi (in 
some of the algorithms yi called PBEST) and particles can have the best visited position also be aware 
of the whole group That the position is called (in some of the algorithms called GBEST). Particle velocity 
vector in the optimization process reflects empirical knowledge of particle and Information Society 
particles.  

 
3. Discrete cosine transform  
   The discrete cosine transform (DCT): Limited sequence of data points as the sum of the cosine 
functions oscillate at different frequencies, the conversion can play an extensive role in science and 
engineering; the compression in loss of audio data such as (MP3) and picture (JPEG) that Small pieces 
can be removed with higher frequencies. Spectral methods for the numerical solution of partial 
differential equation are used in the range of DCT. 

Since the cosine function is less substantial for approximating in the normal signal (Relative to sine 
functions) also using the Cosine function Rather than sinus is essential in compression. Also, relative 
to differential functions, cosine functions have a more specific border in conditions. Discrete cosines 
transform the related conversion to the Fourier transform that Very similar to the discrete Fourier 
transforms (DFT). With the exception that only uses real numbers. 
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4. Fuzzy k-means Algorithm 

    The most known clustering methods, fuzzy k-Means and k-Means clustering algorithms Features of 
two algorithms that they act only on numerical data and this is one of the limitations of the clustering.  
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Figure 1:  write something.  
 

5. Fuzzy c-means Algorithm 
    Fuzzy c-means Algorithm (FCM) is the most famous of fuzzy clustering algorithm that has many 
applications. Fuzzy c-means Algorithm will start with an initial value from W, and between the 
estimation of cluster centers z given in z and estimate Belong matrix Repeated in W and as long as they 
are equal to two consecutive values of Z or W. Mathematically, a fuzzy clustering problem can be 
represented as an optimization problem as follows. 

That n, the number of objects studied in the data set and k is the number of clusters. Set of  object 
any of them described with d Features. Z a set with k cluster center and W is a fuzzy belong matrix and 
power weight and d is the criteria certain distance between the center of the cluster and the object. 
Also Fuzzy c-means Algorithm only working with numerical data. 
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6. The flow chart of the proposed method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  write something  

Conclusion  

      The proposed method is a combination of two methods FKM and FCM that have improved with 
Algorithms PSO, DCT. The results show that the method presented in this research effective result in 
terms of density and separation clusters to minimize reliability index XB. In the paper was used for a 
POS method for optimal solution and continuous nearest neighbor, In addition, The Using from 
discrete cosine transform for reduce dimensions And reducing search problems and efficient POS. 
Routing problems solving and get the shortest path are many functionalities and to solve issues such 
as Routing vehicles vrp and tps has many applications But during the surveys found that to help Cosine 
transform DCT can be reduced path length and in terms of time reduced path length with DCT is faster 
than other algorithms And nearest neighbor can be achieved target path. 
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